


 Project 2   Create 

 Working with your partner and class research, create 1) a set of  prototype designs  for your partner 
 based on 2) a set of corresponding 3 or more written  user scenarios  and visual  journey maps 
 depicting the cascading series of desired interactions between players (users) and TK. Use Google docs, 
 WordPress, Canva, and/or other platform to create a revised  1-page design brief  with design 
 challenge,  2,000-word report  and  5-minute presentation  of your team’s work for feedback. 

 The second project focuses on the CREATE phase of design thinking, the prototyping of possible 
 solutions and opportunities within the reframed design challenge, the speci�ic wants statement of 
 your partner. We are becoming-builders of collaborative platforms for making media, both 
 formalizing and customizing your team’s platform (workplay space) and connecting it to those of 
 your partner and their stakeholders. You are building on Proj 1 toward Proj 3 partner deliverables 
 and project site. 

 This project introduces you to two key UX genres of shared media:  user scenarios  or short written 
 descriptions of idealized experiences of users in concrete situations interacting with the 
 partner/media; and  user journey maps  , graphic depictions  of the different sequences of interactive 
 experiences over time and/or space. Scenarios give the overall XD, journey maps give the IA. 

 Based on your scenarios and maps, you’ll be prototyping the types of media  and  stakeholder 
 experiences we want to help our partners create, describing them in the report with media cascades 
 but transmediating them in different genres to describe, evaluate, and make your prototypes. The 
 number and variety of prototypes and their quality (concreteness/resolution) are determined by 
 YYP (you and your partner!). 

 We’re rehearsing strategic stories with our partners using different shared media and then 
 archiving them on our site while delivering them in the �inal DELIVER phase of class. For your 
 report, you can revise and build to your �irst report or create a new one.  Continue demonstrating 
 your teams’ growing understanding and application of CAT, UX, DT, Strategic Storytelling and TAFs 
 (thought-action �igures—or just �igures). 

 Your team should assign tasks to individual members and provide collective support and feedback. 

 Deadlines: 
 Prototypes, scenarios, journey maps  3/22 
 Report and presentation 3/29 



Design Research



• Experience design: cognitive, affective, and 
viseral impact on user (tutor ar t: theater)

• Information architecture: structure of 
information and experience (tutor art: architecture)

• Information design: look and feel of 
individual moments (tutor ar t: graphic design)

UX (User Experience) Frame

Experiential



DT(TK->YPP*)

*Your Partner’s Project 



Design Challenge 

WhyWhatHow Sparkline  

Stakeholder Sparklines  
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Info Comic Workshop 

 
Translate your concept into an info comic. Info comics, PowerPoints presentations, and other visual storytelling 
forms draw on formal affinities between argumentation and narrative. Reports and research papers often have 
three-part structures of introduction/argument/conclusion, which is similar yet different from the classic 
three-act narrative structure found in myths, novels, and fictional comics: set up/confrontation/resolution.  
 
Narratives involve characters, plot, and setting, while arguments entail evidence, logic, and context. Project 
histories, case studies, even process description all rely on narrative. One way in is simply contextualizing the 
topic for a wider audience. Or as Lee LeFever suggests: contextualizing it, telling a well-crafted story, and 
connecting narrative elements to detailed descriptions of the issue. Nancy Duarte draws on narrative theory to 
design organizational presentations, which she says should mix story and argument to transport audiences from 
“what is,” through a series of contrasts with  “what could be,” to produce a “state of bliss.” The difference 
between “what is” and “what could be” measure the stakes , the why , of the project. Superimposing LeFever and 
Duarte: start with context (WHY), tell a story as call to adventure, contrast IS/COULD be, and end describing the 
project with a call to action (HOW). 

 

Use the info comic to gather and present arguments, stories, and images that create resonances between your 
concept and your target audience or stakeholder: try to transport them from what is  to what could be.  
 

Beginning : What Is? 

Who are your stakeholders? 
 

 
 

Middle : Contrast of What Is/Could Be 

What makes the concept distinctive? 
End: What Could Be? 

How can project best succeed? 

Why is your concept  
important to each stakeholder? 

 
 
 

What are the core issues  
and potential solutions? 

How does your concept engage 
each stakeholder? 

What is the adventure ,  
what’s at stake for each stakeholder? 

 
 

What are the key perspectives  
and challenges? 

 
 
 

What action can your 
stakeholders take?  

A wants B  
in order to C 

YPP 
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why what how

Staff 

Policy-makers 



Design Research Cascade

HEAR     ->      CREATE      ->    DELIVER 
Scoping/Research/Ideation Composing/Drafting/Prototyping  Testing/Tweaking/Delivering

Efficacy EfficiencyEffectiveness

low res hi res

abstract

concrete

sparklines

problem- 
sensing

social media

journey 
maps

drafts

media plan

templates

note-taking 
& research

Radical Breaks 
Analog Graphic Media 

Abduction & Conduction

Sensible Tweaks 
Mathematized Media 

Induction & Deduction

design  
challenge stakeholder 

matrix user 
scenarios

conversation 
& observation 

mood 
boards



“Vanessa is a 30-year old nature lover who wants to quit smoking. She’s 
tried patches and pills and lollipops but is frustrated that these different 
methods have failed, and lately she has  wondered which “quit smoking” 
product she’ll try next. Scrolling on her phone, Vanessa just happens to 
see an online ad about The Great American Smokeout, first misreading it 
as “The Great American Outdoors.” Her love of nature and her desire to 
quit smoking cause Vanessa to click on the ad, which takes her to the 
CDC’s website “Quitting Can Make You a Winner.” There she reads a 
story about Tiffany, a woman about her age who successfully quit 
smoking. Inspired by Tiffany’s story, Vanessa decides to take part in the 
upcoming event. She bookmarks the site, puts the date in her calendar, 
and starts a countdown. She then smiles, thinking to herself, ‘maybe I’ll 
go on a nice hike that day.”

USER SCENARIO





Partner Prototypes 

Scenarios and  
Journey Maps 

Report and presentation 
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https://forensic-architecture.org/
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